
CHRONOLOGY OF NAZI LAWS AND ACTIONS AGAINST JEWS 1933-1939

1933

APRIL Hitler proclaims a one-day boycott of all Jewish
shops. Germans are told not to buy from Jewish
owned businesses.

All non-Aryan civil servants, except for soldiers, are
forcibly retired.

Kosher butchering is forbidden by law.

Random attacks on Jews and Jewish businesses are
encouraged.

Fewer Jewish students are admitted to German
schools and universities.

Police and courts no longer protect Jews. JULY

German nationality can be revoked for those

considered “undesirable” by German government.

1934

JAN Jewish students excluded from exams in
medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, and law.

JUNE Jews excluded from military service.

1935

SEPT Jewish newspapers can no longer be sold on
streets.

Dept. of Racial Hygiene (ethnic cleansing)
established.

Books written by Jewish or anti-Nazi writers publicly.
Nuremburg Laws deprive Jews of German citizenship
and reduce them to status of “subjects”; forbid
marriage or any sexual relationship between Jews
and Aryans (“The Protection of German Blood and
German Honour” law); forbid Jews to employ Aryan
servants under the age of 35.

1936

MARCH Right for Jews to vote revoked.

MAY Benefit payments to large Jewish families
stopped.

Jews banned from parks, restaurants, and swimming
pools.

Jews forbidden to use German greeting “Heil Hitler.”

Jews no longer allowed electrical/optical equipment,

bicycles, typewriters, or recordings.

1937

NOV Passports for Jews to travel abroad restricted,
allowed only in “certain cases.”

1938

JULY All Jews must carry ID cards (by Jan 1939). By
Sept 1938, Jewish doctors will be referred to only  as
“medical attendants”, regardless of training or
experience.

All Jewish street names are replaced.

AUG By Jan 1, 1939, all Jews must have Hebrew first
names. If a Jew’s first name is a German name (like
Otto or Olga), Israel or Sara must be legally added
before it.

OCT Jewish passports must be stamped with a red
“J”.

About 15,000 “stateless” Jews are “resettled” in
Poland.

NOV Hershel Grynszpan, a Jew, assassinates the
German attaché vom Rath in Paris.

Joseph Goebbels, head of propaganda, instructs that
“spontaneous demonstrations” against Jews be
“organized and executed” throughout Germany – in
retaliation.

Pogroms start: Kristallnacht (Nov 9-10) results
throughout all Germany with German and Austrian
Jews attacked and murdered, synagogues  desecrated
and burned, shop windows shattered.  Thousands of
Jews are arrested and made to pay  1,000,000,000
Reichsmarks in reparation to the state  in addition to
paying for repairs to their own  damaged properties
and temples.

Jews may no longer head businesses.

Jews excluded from plays, movies, concerts,

exhibitions, holiday resorts, and beaches. All
Jewish children expelled from German schools
and sent to Jewish schools.

All Jewish businesses closed.

Jews no longer allowed in certain districts at certain
times.

DEC Jews barred from the streets on Nazi holidays.

Jews must hand in drivers’ licenses and car

registration papers.

Jews must sell their businesses and real estate, and
hand over their jewelry and securities.

Jews banned from attending universities.

1939

A central office for Jewish immigration established.

Jews evicted from their homes without reason or

warning.

Jews’ radios confiscated.



Jewish curfews established.

1940

Jews’ telephones confiscated.

Jews no longer receive ration cards for clothing.

1941

Jews over 6 years old forced to wear the yellow Star
of David over heart or on left arm.

Jews forbidden to use public telephones. Jews

forbidden to keep pets, specifically dogs, cats,  and

birds.

Jews not allowed to leave the country at all.

1942

Jews hand over fur coats and woolen clothing. Jews

not allowed to purchase eggs or milk. Blind and deaf

Jews not allowed to wear bands on  their arms that

indicate their condition, leaving them  vulnerable to

drivers in traffic.

All schools closed to Jewish children, even Jewish
schools.

1943

Continuous deportations of Jews throughout all
areas occupied by Nazi Germany.

Newsweek, “Genocide and the Abuse of Human
Rights, 1987.

https://www.bl.uk/learning/histcitizen/voices/info/d
ecrees/decrees.html.

Name Date Section  Dialectical Journal: Night

Before you read Night, divide the book into 4 equal parts. Keep a Dialectical Journal as you read by recording 3

direct quotes from the autobiography for each section. In other words, you will have 12 quotes total, with your
response to each one. Of course, you may record and respond to more. Please be sure to keep the entries in
chronological order.

Some of the scenes record extreme conflict, horrifying historical events, raw emotions, and disturbing violence,

but you should focus on recording the events or Wiesel’s words that touch your heart and are memorable.

Source Material
[Provide a direct quotation and a parenthetical citation

of  the page number(s).]

Response and Evaluation
[Why do you this passage important or interesting?]



Terms To Help with Context in Night

***** Here are some words that I found in vocabulary exercises about Night, but I couldn’t find them in
my book. Maybe that’s because it’s a different translation or maybe because I am not a good word
searcher?

phylacteries either of two small square leather boxes containing slips inscribed with scriptural passages
and traditionally worn on the left arm and on the head by Jewish men during morning weekday prayers

Pentecost: the Jewish holiday of Shavuot; a Christian feast commemorating the descent of the Holy Spirit
on the apostles

Shout out if you find these as we do this exercise!*****

pp3-6

Moishe the Beadle: a beadle ushers and preserves order during services. Everyone in Sighet refers to Eliezer's
instructor in the Kabbalah as "Moishe the Beadle" rather than by his last name to denote his function at religious
services.

Hasidism: a movement of Orthodox Judaism with strong mystical and emotional elements that developed among
Eastern European Jews in the 18th Century. (Hasid: a member of the movement)

Hasidic: pertaining to a Jewish sect of the second century B.C. opposed to Hellenism and devoted to the strict
observance of the ritual law

penury: severe poverty
waiflike: neglected, uncared for
Shekhinah: a visible manifestation of the divine presence as described in Jewish theology
Kabbalah/Cabbala: a body of mystical teachings of rabbinical origin, often based on an esoteric (reserved for
those with specialized knowledge or interest) interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures

Talmud: collections of rabbinic commentary on biblical texts that form, with the Torah (the Pentateuch), the
foundation for the religious laws of Judaism

synagogue: in Judaism, a house of worship and learning
Temple: the central place of worship for the Israelites. The first Temple was built in Jerusalem by King Solomon
and destroyed by the Babylonians in 586 B.C.) Seventy years later, after the Jews returned to Jerusalem, the
Second Temple was built on the same site. This Second Temple was significantly enlarged and expanded during
the First Century B.C.; the Romans destroyed it in 70 A.D..

Maimonides: (1135–1204) Jewish rabbi, physician and philosopher mysticism
Zohar: Hebrew meaning "splendor, radiance;" one of the major works of the
Kabbalah Gestapo: the German Secret State Police, which was under SS control and
command

pp8-9
Rosh Hashanah: the festival of the New Year in Judaism. Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur and the eight days in
between are special days of penitence.

Red Army: the Army of the Soviet Union
Zionism: a Jewish movement that arose in the late 19th century in response to growing anti-Semitism and
European nationalism. One of its primary aims was to re-establish a Jewish homeland in Palestine.

fascism: a political movement that exalts the collective nation, and often race, above the individual and that
advocates: a centralized totalitarian state headed by a charismatic leader; expansion of the nation, preferably by
military force, forcible suppression and sometimes physical annihilation of opponents—real and perceived.
Fascist states demand total personal commitment of the individual to the collective whole (nation, race) and often
organize economic production around preparation for total war and extreme exploitation of occupied territories.

Horthy, Admiral Miklós: (1868–1957) Regent of Hungary, 1920–1944., In March 1944, the Germans occupied



Hungary and forced Horthy to relinquish power to pro-German elements prepared to deport the Hungarian Jews.
In October 1944, Horthy was overthrown in an SS-backed coup that brought to power the Arrow Cross (Nyilas), a
Hungarian fascist movement.

Nyilas Party: Hungarian for Arrow Cross, a fascist anti-Semitic party that assumed power in late 1944 and
assisted the SS in deportations of Jews in the autumn of 1944

anti-Semitism: hostility toward or discrimination against Jews as a religious or ethnic minority group, often
accompanied by social, economic, or political discrimination

anguish: extreme distress, suffering, or pain
pp10-13
Passover: a Jewish holiday commemorating the Hebrews' liberation from slavery in Egypt
yellow star: a badge featuring the Star of David (a symbol of Judaism) used by the Nazis during the Holocaust as
a method of identifying Jews in Germany and in some areas occupied by the Germans.

ghetto: a confined area of a city in which members of a minority group are compelled to live because of social,
legal, or economic pressure. The first exclusively Jewish ghetto was in Venice, Italy, in 1516.

Shavuot: a Jewish holiday in commemoration of the revelation of the Ten Commandments at Mt.
Sinai liquidate: eliminate, typically by violent means; kill.

pp16-17
surreptitious: kept secret, especially because it would not be approved of
rabbi/Rebbe: rabbi-teacher and religious leader of Jewish congregation; Rebbe: rabbi, usually refers to a
Hasidic rabbi

pp21-22
conflagration: a large disastrous fire
Sabbath (Shabbut): a day of religious observance and abstinence from work, kept by Jewish people from Friday
evening to Saturday evening, and by most Christians on Sunday. Ritualistic bathing before Sabbath is required in
Orthodox practice, so keeping the Jews unclean was another way the Nazis demoralized the Hasidic prisoners.

pp27-28
Auschwitz: the largest Nazi Concentration Camp complex, located 37 miles west of Kraków, Poland. The
Auschwitz Main Camp (Auschwitz I) was established in 1940 as a concentration camp. In 1942, a killing center
was established at Auschwitz-Birkenau (Auschwitz II). In 1941, Auschwitz-Monowitz (Auschwitz III) was
established as a forced labor camp and included among its inmates were prisoners who worked for the I.G. Farben
synthetic rubber plant, called Buna Works. More than 100 subcamps and labor detachments were administratively
connected to Auschwitz III, including Gleiwitz.

Birkenau: also known as Auschwitz II, Birkenau contained the large-scale killing apparatus (Death Camp) at
Auschwitz. It also housed thousands of concentration camp prisoners deployed at forced labor.

pp29-35
SS: German; abbreviation for Schutzstaffel (literally, protection squads.) A paramilitary formation of the
Nazi Party initially created to serve as bodyguard to Hitler and other Nazi leaders. It later took charge of
domestic and foreign intelligence, the German police and the central security apparatus, the concentration
camps, and the systematic mass murder of Jews and other victims.
Mengele, Dr. Josef: (1911–1979) SS physician assigned to Auschwitz Concentration Camp; notorious for
conducting so-called medical experiments on inmates, especially twins and dwarves

monocle: a single eyeglass, kept in position by the muscles around the eye
crematory (or crematorium): a building containing a furnace for reducing dead bodies to ashes by burning
Angel of Death: The polytheistic concept of a specific deity of death who is responsible for the origin and
constant occurrence of death on earth. (See Dr. Mengele.)

Kommando: German word for detachment, here a detachment of concentration camp prisoners at forced labor
Sonderkommando: a group of prisoners assigned to collect belongings and dispose of the bodies of other



prisoners who had died or been killed.

“To the barber”: This command was extremely offensive to Elie and the other Hasidic Jews who followed strict
rules for wearing their head, facial, and body hair. Both men and married women would have felt violated,
demoralized, and humiliated by having their heads shaved and uncovered. As a young man, Elie would have soon
been grooming his curled forelocks and squared-off beard had his life not been interrupted by the Holocaust.

pp36-40
kapo: a concentration camp prisoner selected to oversee other prisoners on labor details. The term is often used
generically for any concentration camp prisoner whom the SS gave authority over other prisoners.

colossus: a statue that is much larger than life, like the Statue of Liberty or the Colossus of Rhodes. Meir Katz
was described as a colossus.

Gypsy: a traditional term, sometimes perceived as pejorative (insulting), for Roma, a nomadic people, whose
ancestors migrated to Europe from India. The authorities of Nazi Germany and its Axis partners persecuted and
killed large numbers of Roma during the era of the Holocaust, nearly annihilating the race.

concentration camp: in Germany and German-occupied Europe, camps established by the Nazi regime and
managed by the SS to detain and, if necessary, kill so-called enemies of the state, including Jews, Gypsies,
political and religious opponents, members of national resistance movements, homosexuals, and others.
Imprisonment in a concentration camp was of unlimited duration, was not linked to a specific act, and was not
subject to any judicial review.

colic: severe abdominal pain caused by spasm, obstruction, or swelling of the hollow viscera, such as the
intestines

ARBEIT MACHT FREI.: At the entrance of Auschwitz, this statement declares “Work Makes
Freedom.” pp41-42

Blockӓlteste: barracks leader
tattooed numbers on left arm: A-7713: This is Elie’s prisoner number. As with strict practices regarding hair,
tattooing the skin was profoundly forbidden in Jewish culture. This “branding” was not only used for record
keeping; it was designed to insult and demoralize the prisoners.

p46
Buna, Bunaweke: plant established by I.G. Farben on the site of Auschwitz III (Monowitz) in German-occupied
Poland. I.G. Farben executives aimed to produce synthetic rubber and synthetic fuel (gasoline), using forced
labor. Despite the death of thousands of forced laborers, I.G. Farben never produced any synthetic rubber and was
unable to mass produce synthetic fuel.

pp50-51
Meister: master, like someone who has mastered a skill not a slave-master
Haifa: a city of present-day Israel, in the northwest, on the Bay of Haifa, an inlet of the Mediterranean
Sea pp60-63
Appelplatz (Appellplatz): public square for roll call
Lagerӓlteste: block elder
Himmler, Heinrich: (1900–1945) Reichsfüehrer-SS and Chief of German Police, a position which included
supreme command over the Gestapo, the concentration camps, and the Waffen-SS. After 1943, Minister of the
Interior of Nazi Germany; principal planner for the attempt of Nazi Germany to kill all European Jews.

pipel: a young boy in the service of a kapo in the concentration camps
pp68-70
Sodom: an ancient city destroyed by God for the wickedness of its citizens
Kaddish: a Jewish prayer recited in the daily synagogue services and by mourners for the death of a close
relative Yom Kippur: a Jewish holy day marked by fasting and prayer for the atonement of sins

Muselman (Muselmann or musulman): German for "Muslim." Concentration camp slang for a prisoner who is
so weak he appears apathetic about living or dying. Possibly derived from the perceived resemblance of a prisoner



in a Muslim prayer position.

pp80-81
Red Cross: A relief agency who, when hostilities began in Europe in 1939, became the chief provider of aid and
supplies for the civilian victims of conflict distributed by the Geneva-based International Red Cross Committee.
They were stationed in neutral Switzerland and did not become involved in political conflict. In 1996, the agency
admitted to knowing that atrocities were occurring in the death camps, but it felt powerless to intervene on behalf
of the prisoners.

mined: in this situation, the placement of explosive devices that could be set off
remotely p85

emaciate: to cause to lose flesh so as to become very thin
p92
Gleiwitz: Auschwitz sub camp in Germany. Elie spent 3 days there on the transport to Buchenwald.
p100

Aden: a former Middle Eastern British colony, now part of Yemen
p103
Buchenwald: a large concentration camp established in 1937 by the Nazis located in north-central Germany, near
the city of Weimar. This is where Shlomo Wiesel died in January 1945. The camp gained notoriety when it was
liberated by the United States Army in April 1945.

p108
dysentery: an infectious disease with intestinal inflammation, primarily of the colon. It can lead to mild or severe
stomach cramps and severe diarrhea with mucus or blood in the feces. Without adequate hydration, it can be fatal.
Infection with the Shigella bacillus, or bacterium, is the most common cause.



English I and English II Non-Honors Summer
Reading 2022-2023

The incoming English I and English II non-honors classes are responsible for reading Fahrenheit 451

during the summer of 2022. The activity sheet will be posted soon,

Please email me at velliona@ocsvikings.com if you have any questions. Praying you have a happy, fun and

peaceful summer.


